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A NEW PROOF OF THE ZERO-ONE LAW

FOR STABLE MEASURES

W. SMOLENSKI

Abstract. A new proof of the zero-one law for stable measures is given.

Definition. A probability measure ¡i on a linear measurable space E is said to

be stable if ¡i*" = ¡i ° T~x,x where Tn(x) = a„x + yn, for some a„ G Rx,y„ G E; if

for every n, yn = 0, then ju. is said to be strictly stable.

Theorem. Let fi be a stable probability measure on a linear measurable space E.

Then for any linear measurable subspace Ex of E n(Ex) = 0 or ¡i(Ex) = 1.

The above theorem is due to R. M. Dudley and M. Kanter [1]. A simple but

rather tricky proof was given by X. Fernique [2]. Here we provide another

elementary proof which depends on a lemma of some independent interest.

Lemma. Let E and Ex be as above and let p. be a probability measure on E. Suppose

that n(Ex) < 1. Then fi*"(Ex) tends to zero as n tends to infinity.

Proof of the theorem. We may assume that ¡i is strictly stable. (Indeed, if

0 < n(Ex) < 1 then the same holds for the symmetrization of ju.) Suppose that

fi(Ex) < 1. By the lemma fi*"(Ex)^0. The strict stability of ¡i gives p*"(Ex) =

p(Ex) and the proof is finished.

Proof of the lemma. Assume first that E = R1 and Ex = {0}. If /t = 8a, then

a ^ 0 since p.(Ex) < 1 is assumed and hence ¡i*"({0}) = 0. If fi ¥= 8a, then there

exists a > 0 such that | ß(x)\ < 1 for |x| < a where ß is the Fourier transform of p.

Letting^,(x) = a~x(l — a_1|x|), -a < x < a, and zero elsewhere, we have

r (#*))"/.(*) dx = r ( r e'vwkw <&
■'-oo J-ca^J — x '

and hence

( . J-oo \      azr      J

= fa(fi(x))nfa(x)dx^O
J — a

as n —» oo.
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V*" denotes the nth power of p in the sense of the convolution.
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Since Ex is a linear subspace

("i * "2)iEù = 2 "1(^1 - x)"2(Ei + *)>

summation being taken over all cosets of Ex. (This follows directly from the

convolution formula.)

If 2/u.(F, + x) = a < 1, then ¡i*"(Ex) < a" and we are done. Hence we can

assume 2 ¡i(Ex + x) = 1. In this case let v be the image of \i on E/Ex under the

canonical quotient map; v is purely atomic and, since p(Ex) < 1, there exists a

linear functional / on E/Ex such that (v °/_1)({0}) < 1. (We do not have to

bother about the measurability because v is purely atomic.) We have (by (1))

li*"(Ex) = v*"({0}) < iv o /->)*«({0})^ 0,

which finishes the proof of the lemma.
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